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Stefanie Cronje , the Financial Director of Geratech goes on camera about their experience 

running GL Wand 3.04 on Oracle 11.5.10. Geratech purchased GL Wand in February 2006. 

During the 24 March 2006 interview she covers topics like product uses, product benefits, 

implementation effort, return on investment as well as enhancement requests.  

Interview highlights  

We are using GL Wand for all our management accounts and reporting structures we are 

using it for pulling our budgets from Oracle, we use it for GL reconciliations, our audit 

packs, our schedules with the audit packs and GL recons, we use it a lot…I tend to use it to 

manage my account segments as well, because it is far easier than Oracle.  

Because it is so easy to set up …where it used to take me a week a week and half to get my 

management accounts out …it now takes not even a day…it took a little bit of time maybe a 

day or a day and half to set up the formatting of the excel spreadsheets…but there after it is a 

question of pushing a button…for me it’s a benefit in terms of time and ease of use and 

getting out information.  

I had a big expectation for GL Wand and it delivered.    

GL Wand has paid for itself 10 times over…with GL Wand it was physically 

implementing it which took half a day…and then testing it which was quick.  

My experience with Excel4apps has been very good…the people…like I said the support I 

got was very good …the few questions I have had were dealt with immediately and 

accurately and …they understand their product…that’s for sure.  

(A message for prospective buyers)…If they are looking at purchasing GL Wand it is really 

worthwhile…its an excellent product…I think the company Excel4apps has got an 

opportunity to take a huge market share…because it (GL Wand) is cost effective…its is 

affordable …it is easy to use and anyone can use it.  

(Enhancement requests)… I would like to see it being able to update budgets in 

Oracle…because now the budgets need to be taken back via adi. I would also like to see it for 

fixed assets.  

 


